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Abstract
Within a traditional context of myopic discrete-time mean-variance portfolio optimisation, the problem
of conditioned optimisation, in which predictive information about returns contained in a signal is used
to inform the choice of portfolio weights, was first expressed and solved in concrete terms by Ferson and
Siegel ([1]). An optimal control formulation of conditioned portfolio problems was proposed and justified
by Boissaux and Schiltz ([2]). This opens up the possibility of solving variants of the basic problem that
do not allow for closed-form solutions through the use of standard numerical algorithms used for the
discretisation of optimal control problems.
The present paper contributes to the empirical literature on this topic. Risk aversion (or, equivalently,
risk appetite) indicators, aiming to quantify different time-varying definitions of investor attitudes toward
risk, are both provided by financial service providers and discussed in the academic literature - see e.g.
Coudert and Gex ([3]). We compare the performance of strategies resulting from conditioned optimisation
and using several possible indicators for signalling purposes, to that obtained using standard approaches
to portfolio investment. In particular, we report on both ex ante improvements to the accessible efficient
frontier as measured through the typical associated metrics such as the Sharpe ratio, and ex post results
affected, most notably, by specification errors regarding the relationship between signal and returns.
We then discuss different problem parameters, examine their impact on performance and check whether
significant ex post improvements may be achieved through optimal parameter selection.
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This paper reports empirical results obtained when backtesting conditioned portfolio strategies, parame-
terised in various ways, using a real-world data set. These are the first published results illustrating the
performance of conditioned portfolio optimisation in the single signal, constrained-weight case; for details on
the optimal control formulation that allows solving this type of problem, see [2].
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 1 introduces the problem of conditioned mean-variance
portfolio optimisation and provides a brief survey of the existing literature. Risk aversion indicators are
introduced and the data set used for the present study is described. Section 2 then presents and discusses
the various backtesting results obtained. Section 3 concludes.
1 Context
1.1 The conditioned portfolio problem
Following a function analytic argument in [4], the type of portfolio problem nowadays often referred to as
conditioned was formulated and solved by Ferson and Siegel in [1]. The authors consider the problem of
mean-variance portfolio optimisation within a discrete-time myopic investment world, such that only two
time instants are considered - an initial time t, at which the investment choice is made, and a final time t+1,
at which the investment returns are examined. The authors introduce a vector of signals s; what makes these
signals interesting to the portfolio manager is that there is assumed to exist some measurable relationship
µ(s) between the signal as observed at the initial time and the return as revealed at the final time.1 The
fundamental signal-return relationship is then
rt+1 = µ(st) + , (1)
where the time indices on r and on s will be suppressed in what follows. Here  is a noise term whose
conditional mean given s is assumed to be zero. There is no specific a priori requirement on the functional
form of µ(s). Note that, with this model,
E[r|s] = µ(s) + E[|s] = µ(s)
and that µ(s) is regarded as deterministic once s is known i.e. contributes nothing to the conditional variance
of returns.
The Ferson and Siegel paper derives expressions for unconditional portfolio mean and variance given the
signal-return relation (1) holds, and shows that the optimal portfolio weights in the presence of n risky
assets and a risk-free asset with return rf equal
u′(s) =
µP − rf
E[(µ(s)− rfe)′Λ(s)(µ(s)− rfe)] (µ(s)− rfe)
′Λ(s), (2)
where µP is the required expected unconditional portfolio return, e is an n-vector of ones and Λ(s) =
[(µ(s) − rfe)(µ(s) − rfe)′ + Σ2]−1: here Σ2 (which may in its greatest generality be a function of s) is the
conditional covariance matrix E[′|s]. A similar closed-form expression is obtained for the case where no
risk-free asset is available.
Further closed-form solutions covering the benchmark tracking error minimisation versions of the basic prob-
lem are derived in [6]. Empirical illustrations respectively studies of the solutions to these problems are
provided in papers such as [6], [7], [8]. [9] reports on an optimisation approach comparable, but not identical,
to that proposed by Ferson and Siegel, in which quadratic utility is directly maximised, and the index value
is used in a quadratic term that implements a penalty for leverage.
Except for [9], all of the above papers cover the basic version of the conditioned portfolio problem for which
admissible weights are not constrained. As in the case of the classic Markowitz problem, the addition of a
weights constraint leads to problem variants that can only be solved generally using a numerical scheme. [2]
describes how to express conditioned optimisation problems in optimal control terms and proves extended
versions of the relevant classical necessity and sufficiency results which are the Pontryagin Minimum Principle
and the Mangasarian sufficiency theorem. This implies that generic variants of the basic problem, for which
the signal support can correspond to the full real line in the general case, may be analysed using these
1Note it is this lagged relationship, with the optimisation opportunities it entails, which constitutes the principal fundamental
difference between the present setup and market factor models such as the APT ([5]).
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standard tools of optimal control theory, as well as solved numerically using any of the available algorithms.
We note in this context that the typical conditioned problem involves optimisation of the unconditional
mean with respect to the unconditional variance even though the manager by assumption has access to the
signalling information. Indeed the optimality of that approach has been confirmed by a generic function
theoretical argument (see [4]), by financial intuition (the manager is evaluated by generally uninformed
investors, who judge manager performance based on their observation of the unconditional moments, see [1])
and by empirical comparisons with the alternative strategy where conditional moments are optimised (see
[6]). We thus follow this problem setting and this entails that, in each case, the full optimal control problem
has to be solved: solutions then correspond to optimal weight functionals parameterised by the signal value.
Only once this full solution has been obtained, ensuring that the unconditional expected variance is minimised
and the expected return constraint is respected over the full signal support, may the portfolio manager apply
their privileged information by using the observed signal value with the postulated signal-return relationship
when evaluating a portfolio strategy.
The specific type of conditioned optimisation problem this paper focuses on is the basic problem as analysed
in [1], described above, but with the addition of portfolio weights constraints. A particularly interesting
constraint for real-world applications is obtained when we exclude the possibility of negative investment
amounts i.e. short positions. It is generally unrealistic to assume that these can be entered at no extra
cost or risk; this is especially true for naked short positions which correspond to a short sale of a security
undertaken without borrowing the asset at the same time. Additionally, a significant proportion of investors
fundamentally want to avoid the unlimited downside risk associated with shorting, the increased leverage
often introduced by optimal positions involving shorts or indeed, as is the case with pension funds in many
countries, may be prohibited by regulators from entering short investments.
Another realistic constraint on invested weights would limit them to a certain interval often centred on zero,
such as [−a, a] for a ∈ R, so as to avoid entering greatly leveraged positions in particular assets and thus
incurring excessive undiversified risk. We will focus on the short sales constraint in what follows since it
is more frequently used in a practical context, but provide a performance check for this second amplitude
constraint as well.
1.2 Data
The data set used collects eleven years of daily returns data chosen to represent a market relevant to investors
with domestic currency EUR. This market is made up of ten different funds2 chosen across both equity and
fixed income markets as well as Morningstar style classifications. All funds involved provide EUR return
quotes and manage at most a proportion of 30% in non-EUR assets so as to manage the impact of currency
risk on the choice of investments. The data covers business days from January 1999 to February 2010: in
total, each series contains 2891 returns. Funds rather than individual assets were chosen given they provide
a level of built-in diversification and a ten-asset market composed of funds is thus seen as more realistic as an
equivalent equity market; additionally, interest-rate exposure is easily achieved through funds. Investment
strategies involving funds and requiring frequent portfolio rebalancings, such as the ones being examined,
have become realistically achievable even for small investors with the advent of exchange traded funds (ETF).
Although the funds listed above are not ETFs, this choice was made purely because of the need to obtain
sufficiently exhaustive historical data series: funds comparable to those used are nowadays accessible in an
ETF format. Table 2 shows the summed log-returns of each asset over the backtesting period, while table
3 shows correlations between asset returns, and confirms the diversification point made above. The time
interval covered by the data is especially interesting as it encompasses two major crises as far as market
returns are concerned: the bursting of the dot-com bubble (roughly from spring 2000 to spring 2003) and
the initial bear market triggered by the outbreak of the currently ongoing financial crisis (roughly spanning
summer 2007 to spring 2009).
As a proxy to an idealised risk-free asset, the EURIBOR interbank rate was chosen. We use the 1 week
maturity since it is thought to offer a good compromise between the conflicting requirements of high liquidity
and exact correspondence to the daily frequency of the investment returns considered.
2AXA L Fund Equity Europe (AXA), Credit Suisse Bond Fund Management Company Luxembourg Small (CSU), Dekalux
Midcap TF (DEK), Dexia Luxpart C (DEX), DWS Euro Bonds Long (DWS), Fidelity Funds Euro Bond Fund A Global
Certificate (FIB), Fortis L Fund Equity Socially Responsible Europe (FOB), Invesco Pan European Small Cap Equity Fund Lux
(INV), KBC Money Euro Medium Cap (KBC) and Morgan Stanley European Currencies High Yield Bond (MSE). In every
case the reinvesting variant of the fund was picked.
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Possible candidates for signals on which to condition span the entire spectrum from macroeconomic indicators
(e.g. inflation rates or currency forward premia as in [6]) to purely behavioural signals (e.g. University of
Michigan consumer sentiment data, [7]), with possible explanatory power on future returns being derived from
the candidate time series’ ability to reflect market risk in some form, investor attitude or some combination
of the two. Under the overarching designation of risk aversion (or risk appetite) indicators, such series have
also been constructed either for their own sake or in order to identify market crises and trends independently
of any possible investment application, both by individual banks and in academic research. A helpful survey
discussing the different types of risk aversion indicators is [3]. Intuition is perhaps the main guide as to
which potential signals seem the most promising in the context of investment management, but the idea’s
appeal is clear and has resulted in a number of market indices that informally implement conditioned trading
strategies, e.g. the Nomura Macro Pulse index, quoted on Bloomberg sub NMIRPU1E, or the JPMorgan
Helix index with ticker JHLXHEU. We will now briefly expand on the subset of indicators used for signalling
purposes in the present paper.
Initially, the VDAX index represents a DAX index equivalent of the CBOE volatility index VIX (see e.g.
[10]). These indices (in their more recent form, available alongside the original one and used in this paper)
use quoted implied volatilities on current options on their target index, across the range of quoted strikes,
to obtain a single volatility level which gives an indication of the level of risk currently linked to that index.
Since the DAX index can be seen as a meaningful proxy to the entire German or indeed European stock
market, the VDAX index thus quantifies equity risk. Given that implied volatilities, which are observed
in and set by the market as opposed to derived from historical data, are used in its elaboration, it is also
understood to carry an indication of investor perceptions with respect to risk, which justifies grouping it
with the family of risk aversion indicators. The intuition that the VDAX may contain information on future
equity returns is then quite attractive.
The set of funds used also covers the fixed income markets. As such, the annualised volatility figures for the
Barclays Euro Aggregate bond index are used as a fixed income analogue of the VDAX. Both these indices
thus represent the ’pure’ market risk (perception) associated with the two main markets applicable.
With respect to the construction of risk aversion indicators, the standard ad hoc approach involves selecting
several quantities which may intuitively be taken to depict various kinds of either risk or attitude toward risk,
and then averaging them in some way. This may either be through directly taking an average, or through
reducing the initial factors using a PCA (or similar) approach. Following the approach suggested in [9], we
normalise each factor by replacing its value with its quantile over the previous length of sample window. We
then estimate the sample covariance matrix between the normalised factors, set any negative covariances to
zero and carry out a PCA on the resulting matrix. The non-negative first principal component obtained is
then again normalised and used to calculate a weighted sum of the original factors to give each index value.
The factors used are
• the previously mentioned VDAX index;
• the above Barclays Euro Aggregate bond index volatility;
• EUR corporate credit spreads between AAA and A 7 to 10 year yields as provided by Markit iBoxx;
• EUR yield curve spreads between German 5 year government bond yields and the German 3 month
interbank rate.
While the first two factors represent risk observed in the equity and interest rate markets central to our
chosen set of tradable assets, the latter two factors add information about credit and liquidity risk. We do
not use any further factors because of the possibility that the averaging of too many sources of information
may be detrimental to the predictive value of the resulting indicator - indeed, to specifically investigate the
impact of averaging, we create both versions using the above four factors and alternative versions using only
the two factors, VDAX and bond volatility index, which directly reflect the market risks linked to the funds
in the given portfolio. We also create index variants using window sizes of 50, 100 and 200 points for further
elucidation, leading to six PCA indices in all. Here the four-factor 200 point window index is (intuitively)
”furthest” from the pure VDAX benchmark index, while the two-factor 50 point window index is ”closest”
to it.
Finally, we consider a type of risk aversion index introduced by Kumar and Persaud ([11]) and based on an
earlier industry paper by Persaud, which was subsequently labelled as global risk aversion index, or GRAI. The
intuition behind this is that it is possible to distinguish between price changes due to changes in ”global”
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(overall market) risk and price changes due to changes in investor risk aversion, the first being directly
proportional to the change in overall risk while the second is proportional to the risk of each individual asset.
Accordingly, the rank correlation between (current) price changes and (previous) asset risk is expected to be
significant when risk aversion has changed, but negligible when the root cause of the changes is a change in
overall market risk. Misina (see [12], [13]) formalises the theoretical motivation given in the original paper by
attempting to fit the developments within the framework of a CAPM market model: as such the Kumar and
Persaud GRAI is seen as a theoretically, rather than intuivitely, motivated indicator. We use a GRAI built
on currency exchange rates and using the currency pairs of AUD, CAD, CZK, EUR, HKD, JPY, NZD, NKR,
PLN, SGD, ZAR, SKR, SFR and GBP with respect to USD. Two versions are constructed, the first using 1
month forward rates (representing the price changes mentioned above), the second using 3 month forwards.
Although this index does not represent an ideal choice with respect to a EUR investment universe made up
of equity and interest rate investments, the selection (based on available data) is still thought a reasonable
approach to representing risk as visible throughout the major global currency markets. The extent to which
this indicator performs worse than other indicators closer to the investment market under consideration will
provide information as to what extent risk visible in different markets can be regarded as shared between
them.
(a) Kernel density estimate. (b) SACF.
Figure 1: Nonparametric (kernel) density estimate for PCA 2 factor index with a 50 point estimation
window (left) and Sample autocorrelation function for PCA 2 factor index with a 50 point estimation
window with confidence bounds at lag 20 (right).
To illustrate the type of index described, the two halves of figure 1 give the kernel density estimate and the
sample autocorrelation function for the two factor variant of the PCA index using a 50 point estimation
window. We note that the signal density is (weakly) trimodal; this is not the case for most other indices
examined in the present but does correspond to the index described in [9]. The autocorrelation function
plot incorporates confidence bounds for the white noise hypothesis beyond lag 20 in order to show that
the autocorrelation function decays slowly and the index contains a significant amount of dependence; this
observation does apply to all signals considered, including the VDAX and bond volatility indices.
2 Results
This section presents the various results obtained. We define a benchmark problem and then vary individual
settings with respect to this problem to check both whether significant backtesting improvements can be
achieved and whether the presented investment approach is sensitive to its various parameters, without at
the same time generating an unmanageable number of backtests.
2.1 The benchmark problem
For the benchmark problem, we specify the VDAX index as signal. Unlike the other risk indicators described,
it is publicly quoted, such that there is no ambiguity with respect to the manner of its derivation. As
mentioned, it also represents risk observed in the equity market only and thus avoids the information averaging
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issues inherent in the PCA-based indicators, while leaving aside the interest rate information they contain:
it will be interesting to check whether this leads to an advantageous or disadvantageous tradeoff.
The relationship between returns and signal is represented by a linear regression with intercept, such that we
fit µi(s) = ai + bis for every asset i. Although this relationship constitutes a very simple dependency model,
we choose to use it throughout this paper so as to facilitate focus on the other possible strategies presented. In
each case, we backtest the strategy by working through the full data set, using historical estimation windows
of a certain size, determining the optimal portfolio weights and checking at the next date what returns they
would have yielded. Portfolio rebalancing is carried out each business day. The window size used for the
base case equals 60 points, which corresponds to three calendar months. We estimate the signal densities
nonparametrically using kernel density estimates with Gaussian kernel. The conditional covariance matrix of
asset returns is obtained as the sample covariance matrix of the regression residuals. The equivalent optimal
control formulation of the portfolio optimisation problem (see [2] for details) is then solved using what is
often called a direct collocation scheme, in which both state and control variables appearing in the optimal
control are discretised and the resulting finite-dimensional optimisation problem solved using a nonlinear
optimisation algorithm: a helpful discussion of such algorithms can be found in Betts ([14]). This optimal
control problem is solved for 21 different values of the portfolio expected return. Optimal points on the
efficient frontier thus generated are then chosen by calculating quadratic utilities for a number of possible
risk aversion coefficient values and selecting the utility maximising weights for each of them.3 The coefficient
values used cover the interval from 0 (corresponding to risk neutrality) to 10; this range can be used to
represent any quadratic utility function usually regarded as realistic. We compare different strategies using
the Sharpe ratio as both an ex ante and an ex post metric, along with the additional ex post metrics of
cumulative returns achieved, achieved standard deviations of returns, and maximum drawdowns respectively
maximum drawdown durations observed. The Sharpe ratio expression used for the ex ante figures is
SRP =
E[P ]− rf
σP
,
where E[P ] denotes the unconditional expected portfolio return, rf the risk-free rate of return (0 if no
risk-free asset is available) and σP the unconditional ex ante portfolio return standard deviation. For the
ex post Sharpe ratio values, the expectations were simply replaced by the sample averages of the backtest
observations.
2.1.1 With risk-free asset
The first problem variant considered is that of a market in which a risk-free asset is available. Using the
EURIBOR 1W rate as proxy for a risk-free asset, the previously described base problem with unconstrained
weights can be solved either using the weights expression given in [1] or using a control discretisation scheme.
Working through the entire data set in the way described above yields the average ex ante Sharpe ratio given
for the problem ’VDAX 60 UNC RF’ in the left half of table 4.4 It can be seen that the Sharpe ratio shows
a significant relative improvement of 35.52% over Markowitz; a glance at the table shows that comparable
ex ante improvement levels can be observed for most problems. This implies that, within the models implied
by the two strategies, the efficient frontier made accessible using conditioning information is sensibly more
attractive than that generated using classical portfolio optimisation. Regarding ex post performance, ex post
Sharpe ratios averaged across observed strategy performance for the whole of the efficient frontier are shown
in the right half of table 4. Backtesting results covering the moments of returns individually are given in
table 5, whose top third gives (absolute) additive log-returns for both the unconstrained Markowitz (’M’)
and conditioned (’C’) strategies, along with the (relative) return improvements obtained through the use
of conditioning information.5 Two things are of note. First, it can be seen that the relative performance
improvements seen remain substantial and average some 20% across the range of λ, while the observed
3The use of quadratic utilities makes sense if investors are concerned only with the first two moments of returns, which any
mean-variance optimisation process implicitly assumes.
4Note all Sharpe ratios given correspond to a business daily, rather than e.g. annualised, investment period. Thus a Sharpe
ratio value of 0.19, for instance, corresponds to an annualised value of 0.19
√
252 = 3.02.
5Such absolute figures will not be provided for later results as these are strongly dependent on the particular segment of the
efficient frontier computed for each backtest, such that comparisons of these figures between backtests using different problem
parameters would be misleading. Ex post standard deviations will similarly be reported as the ratios of the observed deviations
for the conditioned strategy divided by those for the Markowitz strategy, rather than as absolute figures for either individual
strategy.
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standard deviations of returns rise by a maximum of 13%, and do so only for risk aversion levels where
the variance risk accepted ex ante is small in absolute terms. This pattern was observed for a significant
proportion of the problem variants discussed in the remainder of this section; more generally, the observation
for low values of λ is that the Markowitz approach generates a much higher ex post risk level than the
conditioned one, and that results thus differ strongly between the two strategies. Clearly and given that
a finite arc of the efficient frontier is computed for each rebalancing point, a value of λ close to zero does
not in this case mean that expected variance is entirely ignored in the exclusive pursuit of expected return.
Rather, it means a point further to the right on the available efficient frontier arc will be chosen - for the risk
neutral investor, this will be the rightmost point in every case which, however, still represents the outcome of
a risk minimisation problem for a finite level of expected return. The general backtesting observation given
above thus suggests that the use of information allows the conditioned strategy to implement a given ex ante
level of expected portfolio return using a greater range of positions, and that this increased freedom remains
applicable as the required return comes to dominate the ex ante trade-off. This contention will be discussed
further in the context of the centrally relevant problem where only risky assets are available and weights are
constrained not to involve any short positions. The second point of note is that the ex post improvements
observed are not as large as the ex ante enhancement of the accessible Sharpe ratio. It seems reasonable to
argue that the difference gives an idea of the misspecification cost of the lagged relationship between return
and signal, given that the relationship is both weak and poorly approximated by a linear regression.
This suggested explanation is supported in particular by the ex post Sharpe ratio values in table 4.
While the ex post values have fallen severely with respect to the ex ante figures, this is true for both
classical and conditioned optimisation strategies. Even so, the relative improvement obtained through the
use of conditioning information also decreases for the majority of problems considered, more or less severely
depending on the particular problem variant. Clearly, the model used by conditioned optimisation is more
involved than that assumed by classical mean-variance optimisation, and as such more quantities have to
be estimated, leading to a greater level of estimation risk. Thus, the Markowitz strategy requires estimates
of unconditional moments, while the conditioned strategy uses estimates of conditional moments as well
as of the signal-returns relationship applied. By default, it is then reasonable to expect that the ex post
excess performance of the conditioned strategy will decrease with respect to the ex ante situation to some
extent. The varying extent of this seen when looking through table 4, which will be discussed for the
individual problem variants considered, would then reflect larger or smaller estimation errors tied to the
signal relationship assumed in each problem. For the currently considered unconstrained problem, the Sharpe
ratio improvement thus degrades from 35.52% to 24.45%, which seems reasonable given the larger estimation
errors expected in the conditioned case.
The final metric of interest, again observed ex post, is given by the maximum drawdown (MD) and
maximum drawdown duration (MDD) levels. Here values (for a risk aversion coefficient value of λ = 2, which
arguably represents a reasonably average level of risk appetite) are respectively 10.11% and 327 points for
Markowitz and 6.26% and 142 points for the conditioned approach. This further suggests that the conditioned
approach offers a tangible advantage over Markowitz for all the metrics considered, and specifically points to a
degree of crisis resilience provided through the optimal use of information, given that MD events are typically
experienced during difficult market periods and, specifically in this particular case, during the 2007-2009 bear
market.
Adding a weights leverage constraint to only allow weights in the interval [−1, 1] means the problem now
only admits a numerical solution. The corresponding results are given as the second part of table 5. The
strategy performance is seen to be close to that of the unconstrained version of the problem: this is not very
surprising given that, by construction, the segment of the efficient frontier computed rarely requires, or would
benefit from, a large amount of leverage. However, results are shown to be consistent with the unconstrained
case, with slightly smaller absolute returns and a similar outperformance by the Markowitz strategy for most
of the covered range, and this is confirmed by the ex ante and ex post Sharpe ratios indicated in table 4 as
well. It may be pointed out that, for ex post results, the higher absolute returns obtained for the two lowest
risk aversion levels with respect to the unconstrained case are not contradictory even though the same part
of the efficient frontier was calculated for both runs and the unconstrained case is by definition preferable
as far as any ex ante metrics are concerned. Overall, this second test case shows that the numerical solution
approach proposed for the optimal control formulation of the optimisation problem leads to performance
levels consistent with those obtained for the unconstrained case.
The discussion will now concentrate on the case of the short selling weights constraint, where weights
are restricted to the positive half-line [0,∞) and whose practical relevance is arguably greater than holds
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Figure 2: Relative ex post excess additive returns (left axis), standard deviation ratios (right axis) for the
conditioned strategy over Markowitz, weights constrained to be positive, market with risk-free asset, 60 day
estimation windows, VDAX index, for different risk aversion coefficients.
for the other two feasible weight intervals considered. As is visible in table 4, the backtest for this problem
variant generates an average ex ante Sharpe ratio for the Markowitz strategy of 0.265, while that seen using
the conditioned strategy is 0.343: an increase of over 29%. Interestingly, excess performance degradation
of the conditioned approach is not seen in this case, with a relative increase in the Sharpe ratio of 41.55%
maintained ex post. These observations are consistent with the backtesting results given in the third part
of table 5. Again, a substantial performance improvement averaging about 25% can be observed over the
classical Markowitz strategy - in fact, the outperformance is more attractive in this case since (as is reflected
in the ex post Sharpe ratio) the increase in risk observed is either negative or marginal. Figure 2 gives a
graphical representation of ex post relative excess returns (on the left-hand axis) and ratios between standard
deviations (on the right-hand axis) for all risk aversion coefficients covered. Results close to investor risk
neutrality preferences again show that a decrease in observed returns for the conditioned strategy relative to
classical optimisation is offset by a much stronger reduction in observed risk. As can be seen, the Markowitz
standard deviation for λ close to zero rises much more quickly than is the case for the conditioned strategy.
As a final form of presenting results, figure 3 shows example time paths, obtained for a typical risk
aversion coefficient λ of 2, along which the additive returns of both the conditioned and classical strategies
evolve. What is most noticeable in the figure is that the conditioned optimisation approach outperforms the
Markowitz strategy in particular over the initial part of the current credit crisis, from June 2007 to March
2009. This period is of particular interest when considering the crisis resilience attribute of a given investment
strategy as the ten funds constituting the market used lose on average 55% of their value over this period.
While the Markowitz strategy is able to more or less neutralise this loss and break even, the conditioned
strategy displays a small gain even though short sales are prohibited and so no profit can be derived from an
expectation of falling values. This again suggests that the use of conditioning information is especially useful
when extreme results are either required (e.g. in the case of very low investor risk aversion levels) or expected
(e.g. in the case of market crises, for which the signal values observed are likely to be at the end of the range),
and constitutes desirable behaviour for risk management as well as return maximisation purposes. It may
be worth pointing out that there is no training effect involved as the window size used for estimation is held
constant: thus the fact that this particular interval occurs toward the end of the data set is coincidental.
The path shown also suggests that the drawdown figures generated using conditioned optimisation should
be more attractive than the Markowitz ones. This is indeed the case, as the maximum drawdown for the
Markowitz strategy (still for a value of λ = 2) is 4.62% for a maximum drawdown duration of 199, while the
MD for the conditioned strategy is 3.80%, with an MDD of 164. Drawdown improvements of this order were
observed in most experiments, such that they will not be reported in the remaining discussions.
2.1.2 With risky assets only
The other main type of market within which optimisation activities take place in practice is one in which only
risky assets are available. With the risk-free asset gone, the efficient frontier no longer includes a risk-free
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Figure 3: Time paths of additive returns observed for both the Markowitz and conditioned strategies,
weights constrained to be positive, risk-free asset, 60 day estimation windows, VDAX index.
investment possibility, but starts at a minimum variance portfolio.
Figure 4: Relative ex post excess additive returns (left axis), standard deviation ratios (right axis) for the
conditioned strategy over Markowitz, weights constrained to be positive, risky assets only, 60 day
estimation windows, VDAX index, for different risk aversion coefficients.
The ex ante and ex post Sharpe ratios recorded at the end of the backtest can be consulted on the right
half of table 4. Ex ante improvements across the table are in line with those seen for the problem with
risk-free asset, while none of the corresponding ex post improvements deviate strongly enough from the ex
ante figures as to necessitate a separate explanation. In particular, the observed risk-return trade-off for the
practically most relevant problem variant for which short positions are disallowed still shows an increase in
excess of 25% when the VDAX signal is used. Backtesting results for the two individual moments analogous
to those discussed above in the presence of a risk-free asset are given in table 6. As suggested by the Sharpe
ratio results, the performance increases seen are comparable to those seen in the presence of a risk-free asset
for all three types of weight constraint, with the limiting (and unrealistic) cases of investor risk neutrality
preferences and portfolio weights either unconstrained or constrained in modulus as the only ones in which
the Markowitz strategy may be seen as offering the superior ex post risk-return tradeoff.
This is not the case for any value of the risk aversion coefficient given the problem variant with short sales
constraint, as figure 4 shows graphically. At risk neutrality, the behaviour of the Markowitz optimum can
again be seen to lose its ability to trade off expected return against risk when high levels of expected return
are required. The resulting positions show high volatility, which may imply high returns (as seen for the first
two weight constraint types) or low ones as seen by the 73% relative return advantage at lower volatility
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Markowitz (M) Conditioned (C) Difference
Entire data set 0.1295 0.2261 0.1366
01 June 2007 to 01 March 2009 0.3872 0.6334 0.2462
Table 1: Respective average optimal investment weights, using both Markowitz and conditioned
optimisation, for (money market) KBC asset, benchmark problem, risky assets only available, for entire
data set and across the 2007-2009 bear market.
displayed by the conditioned optimiser. As before, these observations strongly suggest that the desired
resilience property of conditioned solutions with respect to low levels of investor risk aversion continues to
be verified in the presence of weight constraints. To examine this hypothesis more closely, table 1 shows the
respective relative investment weights allocated to the KBC asset, which corresponds to a money market
fund and thus involves by far the least amount of risk of all assets constituting the market used. In the
first row of the table, these weights are averaged over the entire data set spanning 1999 to 2010; for both
table rows, the weights averaged are those returned as optimal for the efficient frontier point with the highest
expected level of return, i.e. that uniformly chosen for an investor risk aversion coefficient of λ = 0. The
intention behind examining these figures is to see how each strategy manages to limit risk when the problem
parameters fail to do so.
As the first row of the table shows, the conditioned strategy ends the backtest with an average relative
investment into the quasi risk-free KBC asset more than double of that generated by the classical strategy.
This means that the conditioned strategy has achieved the same set of required expected returns with a
significantly smaller average position in the higher-risk assets, and justifies the resilience suggestion made
above.
Figure 5: Time paths of additive returns observed for both the Markowitz and conditioned strategies,
weights constrained to be positive, risky assets only, 60 day estimation windows, VDAX index.
As for the variant of the problem with a risk-free asset, the analogous contention with respect to crisis
resilience of the conditioned portfolio is again supported by a returns time path shown for a representative
risk aversion coefficient of 2 in figure 5. Here, it can again be confirmed that the conditioned optimiser
manages the end of the dot-com bubble with gains similar to the Markowitz strategy, while it finishes the
initial bear market linked to the currently ongoing financial crisis with further small gains and no significant
drawdown, unlike the Markowitz optima which generate a small loss along with a two-year drawdown. The
second row of table 1 further illustrates this: here, the previous respective positions in the KBC asset are
averaged only over the bear market period spanning 01 June 2007 to 01 March 2009. As can be seen, the
difference is again very significant, with the conditioned optimiser generating an average majority position in
the low-risk asset over the entire bear period. To some extent, this is what a portfolio optimiser is expected
to achieve, and it can indeed be seen that the Markowitz optimiser does reduce risk over this period with
respect to the data set average, increasing as it does the KBC average from 0.1295 to 0.3872. It is still
thought significant that the conditioned optimiser manages this to a larger extent as it responds to market
conditions by increasing the KBC average from 0.2261 to 0.6334. Table 1 is thus felt to contain evidence
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not only in favour of the greater resilience of the conditioned strategy with respect to extreme (risk-neutral)
investor preferences (which is visible in the positive differences in KBC investment weights between the two
strategies seen in both rows), but also with respect to difficult market periods: this is seen in the fact that
the relative weight of the low-risk asset is increased further with respect to the classical strategy during the
recent bear market.
To also give a point of reference with respect to another type of investment approach that involves risky
assets only, backtest results were additionally computed for a momentum strategy often used in practice.
This compounds historical returns of each asset over a certain window size at certain rebalancing intervals,
ranks the compounded returns and makes equal long investments in the n highest ranking assets, where n
is a strategy parameter. Such a strategy can then be compared to portfolio optimisation subject to a short
selling constraint if only long investments are made, and to unconstrained optimisation if equal and negative
investments are also made in the n lowest ranking assets. Setting n = 3 and using a window size of 60 as well
as daily rebalancing to remain as close as possible to the portfolio optimisation problems under discussion
generates the backtest results included in table 6. These show that all portfolio optimisation variants checked
deliver significantly superior results with lower overall risk than this standard investment strategy.
2.2 Different window sizes
The choice of window size used for the estimation of returns moments and the signal-return relationship
involves a clear trade-off. It represents a compromise between the desire to use estimates of good statistical
quality on the one hand and the need to minimise averaging across local variations in asset behaviour resulting,
for instance, from the presence of different market regimes or of conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH
effects), neither of which can be captured by the basic regression model used. The present subsection checks
whether the initially chosen window size represents a suitable value. Results will indicate how sensitive
strategy performance is with respect to the window length. The additional cases considered in this subsection
postulate 15, 30 and 120 points per estimation window, and all of them exercise the VDAX signal.
As for all problem variants, the Sharpe ratios anticipated and obtained are contained in table 4. Here, as
for the following problem variants, only the short selling weights constraint is applied. Interestingly, the ex
ante ratios decrease with window size, for both optimisation strategies and whether or not a risk-free asset is
present, with the levels obtained for 15 day windows by far the largest obtained in the present section. This is
likely a consequence of the fact that expected asset returns tend to be larger in absolute value when estimated
using fewer points given the impact of averaging is less pronounced - a general observation that is confirmed,
for instance, in the case where only risky assets are available, for which the mean absolute expected asset
return estimated over the entire data set equals 0.1157% for the standard 60 point window, but 0.1923% for
the 15 point window. The fact that these larger estimates, in spite of the wider confidence intervals they
imply as a consequence of the smaller number of points used, then yield higher ex ante Sharpe ratios and
more attractive efficient frontiers is a reminder that all ex ante figures reflect model assumptions whose value
for an individual data set is most conclusively verified by their impact on ex post results. Consultation of the
ex post Sharpe ratios directly confirms that the high ex ante values obtained for small estimation window
sizes are misleading, as the levels observed using the backtesting results are in line with the average of table
4, or indeed slightly lower for the 15 point window size and a market containing risky assets only. The other
interesting ex post ratio observed is that for 120 point windows in the presence of a risk-free asset: while the
conditioned strategy’s outperformance is large in this case (and larger than the 32.79% observed ex ante),
this is due to a drop in the unconditioned ratio rather than high strategy performance. No such observation
can be made in the case of risky assets only, such that the general tendency seen is that the Sharpe ratios
observed for both the longest and shortest window sizes begin to drop off, suggesting that the 30 and 60
point window sizes are preferable, for the data set used at least.
Backtesting results for the individual moments are shown, in the relative form that will exclusively be
used for the remaining results, in Table 7. The left half of table 6 provides a graphical representation of the
data in the case of the market consisting of risky assets only. Compared to the table of averaged Sharpe
ratios, this presentation of backtest results is able to show more precisely how the average performance
difference seen in the Sharpe ratio table originates from performance difference seen at different levels of
investor risk aversion. In particular, the high volatility of the Markowitz performance for low levels of the
investor risk aversion coefficient is again visible from the erratic return figures seen for both markets. The
stability, and hence resilience with respect to extreme investor preferences, of the performance delivered by
the conditioned strategy can be seen in the standard deviation ratios, which show large falls as λ tends
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(a) Different window sizes. (b) Different lags.
Figure 6: Relative ex post excess additive returns (left axis), standard deviation ratios (right axis) for the
conditioned strategy over Markowitz, weights constrained to be positive, risky assets only, 60 day
estimation windows, VDAX index, for different risk aversion coefficients, given different estimation sizes
(left) and signal lags (right).
to 0 given the Markowitz risk levels quickly increase while the conditioned strategy’s observed standard
deviations remain largely constant. The other noticeable feature of the table data is that the relative return
improvements shown in general become somewhat more pronounced as the estimation window sizes lengthen,
while the observed risk increases for the conditioned strategy as well. As the fall in observed Sharpe ratios
(dependent as it may be on the efficient frontier arc which is computed in each case, and which may have
a lower highest expected return for large window sizes given the greater amount of returns averaging that
occurs) indicates, however, this is not thought to make the case of a 120 point window size preferable in
general terms. Intuition also suggests that the basic estimates used will be unable to capture conditional
variations in the relationships estimated, such that overly long window sizes will cause any data features
to be averaged away and thus invalidate any profitable modelling of returns moments or the signal-returns
relationship. As such, the conclusion of this subsection is that the interior window sizes used, viz. 30 and 60
points, are seen as preferable given the backtesting context, and that the original benchmark choice of a 60
point window seems justified in retrospect.
2.3 Lagged signals
It was seen in section 1 that the autocorrelation function values of the different indicators used decay only
slowly for increasing lags. This type of dependence may be reflected in the relationship between signal
and returns and thus additional information may be present at lags larger than unity. Intuition would
support this, as there is no reason why news would impact on markets for only one day at a time. However,
the single signal supported by the optimal control setup of the present chapter does not allow for the
simultaneous introduction of conditioning information delayed by different lags. In order to check for the
informational value of an increasingly delayed signal within the linear regression, single signal context under
discussion at this point, the benchmark VDAX signal was delayed by various lags and it was checked how
the conditioned strategy performs using the various delayed instances of the signal as the sole source of
conditioning information in each of the problem variants thus created. Here the set of lag amounts used
includes a single business day (i.e. the signal value used for today’s rebalancing is that which was known on
the previous business day), two days, five days and ten days. Viewing the ex ante Sharpe ratios found in
table 4, it can be seen that the metrics obtained for the conditioned strategies decrease very slowly as the
signal lag is increased, and remain attractive for a ten day lag. Comparing this observation to the ex post
metrics given as in the previous discussion reminds one of the model dependence of the ex ante figures, as
the ex post Sharpe ratios are seen to decrease significantly with respect to the no-lag benchmark case as soon
as the signal is lagged by two additional points, and conditioned optimisation becomes entirely unattractive
for the five-lag and ten-lag cases. Note it is correct that the Sharpe ratios recorded in the Markowitz case,
are not constant given a new subset of the efficient frontier, based on integration of individual assets over
the signal dependent interval of non-negligible probability density, is obtained for every new problem.
Ex post figures pertaining to observed returns and standard deviations are shown in table 8 and repre-
sented graphically, for the case where only risky assets are available and except for the clearly uninteresting
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variant where a lag of ten points was used, in the right half of figure 6. The figure also includes the bench-
mark case for reference, using the label ’L0’. Apart from the (now familiar) poor performance of classical
optimisation for low levels of risk aversion and using the market which contains risky assets only, these results
confirm that the conditioned strategy remains attractive when run using the VDAX signal lagged by both
one and two points. For the cases of five and ten lags, no improvement in return is seen, while the observed
standard deviations slightly increase in what seems to be a feature characteristic of the conditioned strategy:
this poor trade-off accounts for the Sharpe ratio figures seen.
On the one hand, these results suggest that the use of autoregressive relationships between signal and
return might further improve the performance of conditioned strategies as information at several lags could
then be used at the same time. This conclusion should not, however, be drawn without reservation. Indeed,
it is those informational shocks reflected by the signal at some particular point in time which may remain
visible in that same signal one or several points later, except that newer information that has arisen in the
interim will also feed the newer signal values. This means it is possible that the only explanation for the
satisfactory performance of the signal at one or two lags lies in the fact that an lagged version of the same
signal to returns relationship that is more clearly visible between the returns and the original signal series
is used, and retains some explanatory power. If that is the case, simultaneous use of the same signal at
multiple lags, as might be implemented in a multiple signal setting by the use of a multiple regression for
the estimation of the signal to return relationship function µ(s) in equation (1), would be unlikely to yield
any of the expected added benefit, and the results obtained in the present section would be misleading. This
question will be investigated further in a future paper.
2.4 Weights averaging
The implementation of the conditioned optimisation approach is subject to one additional risk, beyond those
linked to the increased propensity to estimation errors, with respect to the Markowitz strategy. This is given
by the use of the currently observed value of the signal in order to move from the optimal weight vector
valued function as obtained through the optimisation process to a concrete set of portfolio weights to use.
It is desirable to check the sensitivity of the conditioned strategy’s performance to the signal value seen at
rebalancing time. In order to quantify this to some extent, this subsection discusses backtesting results for
the benchmark problem, where weights are averaged over a certain number of points on the discretised signal
support, viz. the weight values used correspond to averages of the respective weight values that would be
used if the observed signal value equalled one of a number of values adjacent to the value actually observed.
Thus, an n-point average weight, where n is odd, averages the n−12 weight values to both the left and the
right of the pointwise optimal weight, along with that weight itself. If fewer points are available at either
end of the discretised signal support vector, the average only uses as many as are available. The values for
n used are 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11, where the widest averaging range covers half of the efficient frontier segment
computed.
For this set of problem variants, table 4 only gives the ex post Sharpe ratios observed as the ex ante
values are determined by the benchmark problem with no weights averaging, i.e. no separate problem is
solved to obtain the averaged strategies. Consequently, the Markowitz figures remain identical for each
case. An examination of the figures in table 4 quickly indicates that the behaviour under averaging is very
different for the two markets, one with risk-free asset and the other without, under consideration. It is true
that both markets show a monotonic decrease in the Sharpe ratio, which is what one would expect to see
as the exact solution issued from the conditioned problem constitutes a theoretical optimum. However, the
rate of decrease seen for the market containing risky assets only is slight, while that encountered in the
presence of a risk-free asset is much larger, such that the use of conditioning information stops appearing
interesting from a 7-point average onward. This is thought to be a consequence of the constraint requiring
portfolio weights to sum to unity at each signal point for the problem with risky assets only. Linearity of the
sum function means that averaged weights will still sum to unity in this case, where any weights differences
between assets have been scaled by the inverse of the number of assets with nonzero weights through the
averaging operation. For the market with risk-free asset, the risk-free position acts as a slack variable and
the weights constraint is no longer necessary. As a consequence, the risk-free weight will thus markedly
change when weights are averaged, to reflect the sum total of changes made to the individual asset weights,
which more often that not vary in the same direction given no constraint prevents them from doing so. In
particular and for the risk-free benchmark problem, the mean of absolute differences between positions in the
risk-free asset that are optimal across the range of discretised signal values for each problem equals 0.1613,
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while a similar mean of absolute differences between positions in the risky assets equals 0.0167. The same
mean in the case of the benchmark problem with risky assets only is smaller still at 0.0095, which supports
the contention that the larger variations in ex post performance seen for the problem with risk-free asset
are precisely a consequence of the larger variations in the risk-free asset weight. As the averaging range is
extended, the averaged portfolio is moved away from the optimal portfolio much more quickly than is the
case for the problem with risky assets only, and thus performance degrades quickly. To a large extent, this is
seen as an artifact of the problem specification in the presence of a risk-free asset, and the market without
risk-free asset is suggested as preferable for the evaluation of the impact of averaging over the optimal weights
initially computed.
Figure 7: Ex post Sharpe ratios observed for both the Markowitz and conditioned strategies, weights
constrained to be positive, risky assets only, 60 day estimation windows, VDAX index, optimal weights
averaged across various intervals of the signal range.
It is of interest to examine how averaging impacts performance across the range of risk aversion coefficients.
Figure 7 shows how the ex post Sharpe ratios for the different averaging ranges evolve with λ, and includes
the benchmark conditioned and unconditioned problems for comparison. It can be seen that the averaged
strategies obtain Sharpe ratios slightly higher than those for the benchmark problems for investors that are
practically or entirely risk-neutral. A plausible intuition is that the averaging of optimal weights mitigates
risk if the non-averaged weights are particularly risky (i.e. at the high expected return end of the efficient
frontier as an investor with low risk aversion will tend to prefer), and increases risk if the non-averaged
weights are chosen to minimise risk as far as possible, which will generally be the case for investors with high
risk aversion. The ratios in figure 7 show a trade-off between this tendency and the answer to the question
how increased risk translates into higher returns. Returns and standard deviation performance figures with
respect to Markowitz may be hoped to further elucidate the shape of this trade-off, and are given in table 9
as well as represented in the left half of figure 8 for the market consisting of risky assets only.
It has been argued that the impact of the risk-free asset weight average represents an effect that to some
extent distorts what the present subsection is attempting to examine, such that it may be beneficial to
concentrate on the second half of the table. For these results covering the market consisting of risky assets
only, the observed outperformance in returns with respect to the Markowitz strategy increases toward the
top left hand corner of the table, for which averaging covers the smallest range and the investor risk aversion
level is least. Conversely, outperformance also (broadly) increases toward the bottom right hand corner,
which represents the largest averaging range and the most risk averse investor type. This is plausible: while
the top left hand corner implicates a very risky, high expected return position which has not been diluted
through averaging, moving downward involves just that and the resulting performance may be expected to
yield a somewhat lower return coupled with a lowered level of risk. The bottom right corner point of the
table through averaging introduces a larger risk and greater expected return than will be visible for the
remaining points in the rightmost table column, for which averaging is less. These two tendencies are less
clear-cut in the interior columns of the table, where the averaging process will introduce weights that are
both more and less risky than the optimal set obtained as the problem solution. Note that the observed levels
of standard deviation exactly match the previous justification, which explains why the lowest and highest
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(a) Different optimal weights averages. (b) Different signals.
Figure 8: Relative ex post excess additive returns (left axis), standard deviation ratios (right axis) for the
conditioned strategy over Markowitz, weights constrained to be positive, risky assets only, 60 day
estimation windows, VDAX index, for different risk aversion coefficients, given different averaging ranges
(left) and signals (right).
ex post standard deviation ratios, respectively, are found for the widest averaging range at both ends of the
risk aversion coefficient range. As far as the initially posed question of the sensitivity of the conditioned
strategy with respect to individual signal values is concerned, the differences between averaging ranges and
the benchmark problem seen using table 9 are small enough to allay any worries about the portfolio weight
choice made in the conditioned strategy: for the market of risky assets only, the optimum’s performance
shows itself to be quite robust with respect to results obtained across the signal support. Even so, the figures
in table 4 still confirm the optimal status of the problem solution compared to the various averages.
2.5 Different signals
As a final set of problem variants, the different risk aversion indicators discussed in section 1 were evaluated.
These are thought to involve another tradeoff as far as conditioned optimisation is concerned, namely between
the benefits of introducing heterogeneous types of risk into the conditioning relationship (and thus possibly
applying additional information to the model) and the drawbacks resulting from the averaging of information
which, necessarily, reduces the visibility of specific information more and more as the number of heterogeneous
information sources is increased. Heterogeneity is introduced both by applying the GRAI indicators, which
reflect a different type of risk to those obviously affecting the applicable market, and by using both indicators
that reduce several factors using principal components analysis. The Sharpe ratios obtained for the different
signals (all tested using 60 day estimation windows) are given in table 4. The absolute levels achieved both
ex ante and ex post are unremarkable for the entire set of tested signals, with the exception of the 200 point
PCA signals in the market with risk-free asset, for which the values shown represent the highest of the entire
set of problems covered. However, this is equally the case for the unconditioned variant of either of these
problems, such that this result may safely be explained by the arc of the efficient frontier used as a result of
the support limits for those two particular signals observed. Looking at the relative improvements obtained,
the picture is mixed, with reasonable results provided by the bond volatility, GRAI 3 month and PCA two
factor, 50 point window indices, and poor performance shown by all remaining signals.
Table 10 and, for the case without a risk-free asset, the left half of figure 8 show ex post results explicitly
by the moments of returns. On the one hand, the figures can be interpreted to confirm that, in particular,
the significant reduction of observed risk with respect to classical optimisation obtained for low values of
risk aversion seems to be a feature of the conditioned optimisation approach rather than a consequence of
the particular data set, given that it has been observed for all of the problem variants covered. At the
same time, it is also apparent that the performance obtained for VDAX is superior to that seen for any
other of the indices tested. For the Kumar and Persaud indices, this is perhaps not particularly surprising
given they attempt to capture foreign exchange risk, and the results thus suggests that, while there is some
relevant information conveyed by the 3 month index variant at least, it remains important to specifically
target the chosen market when selecting a signal. The bond volatility index is also seen to add some value
with respect to the pure Markowitz strategy. Given that most funds in the chosen market involve equity
exposure and given that bond markets are less volatile than equity markets, suggesting that an interest rate
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based indicator may be inherently less informative with respect to overall market states, the degradation
with respect to VDAX is seen as perfectly plausible. Finally, the group of PCA indicators would appear to
confirm that the averaging of information has an adverse effect on the quality of each indicator. Performance
is seen to degrade as more averaging takes place (by increasing the window size, adding more factors or both)
and the relatively best performance is offered by the two-factor index with 50 day windows, which remains
closest to the pure VDAX.
Finally, the investigation checked for the attractive possibility of using the regression statistics in order
to choose which assets, or which signal, could most advantageously be chosen as inputs to the optimiser
at the current point in time. To this end, all signal series were normalised, all asset series were regressed
against every signal window at every point, following which it was tried to identify exploitable relationships
of any kind. However, no such systematic relationships could be found: in particular, there seems to be
no correlation between either the strength of the regression relationship, or the modulus of the regression
coefficient, and the performance increase obtained using conditioned optimisation. Accordingly, backtesting
using a strategy of this type yields no results of significance and no such results are reported.
3 Conclusion
The present paper has reported the results of an empirical investigation into the performance of constrained-
weight conditioned portfolio optimisation strategies carried out using backtesting on a realistic data set.
After sketching the nature of the conditioned portfolio optimisation problem and explaining why its weight
constrained case was not previously open to solution, the data set and range of signals used were introduced.
Results were given and discussed for various settings of the strategy parameters modified with respect to a
benchmark problem introduced at the start.
Intrinsically, the behaviour of the conditioned solution strategy is comparable to that of the Markowitz
solution. In particular, optimal weights may turn out to be small, and the resulting optimal portfolio
undesirable in the presence of transaction costs. Also, the sensitivity of results on the estimates used and
the exact utility function chosen is often criticised. However, we emphasise that any investor who accepts
these drawbacks of classical portfolio theory will see all relevant metrics improve with the use of conditioning
information and given a good signal - whether they be ex ante or ex post. As such, we suggest that the type
of conditioned optimisation proposed is of significant interest in any portfolio investment situation where
portfolio weights have to be constrained, and where Markowitz optimisation would otherwise be used.
This is the case especially given that the outperformance displayed is fairly robust with respect to the exact
configuration of the problem. Different weights constraints, estimation window sizes and signal lags all yield
plausible responses, and confirm that there is some advantage to be consistently had by the systematic
exploitation of conditioning information. Results reported when averaging pointwise optimal weights show
that the algorithm is not unduly sensitive to the exact observed value of the signal.
At the same time, the results show that the choice of conditioning information is central to the resulting
performance. It is interesting that the simplest risk aversion indicator used - the VDAX, which is a straight
gauge of equity market risk - also performs best out of the selection of indicators used. Clearly, for the fund
market chosen, equity market risk is the most significant risk component, and this results suggests that the
pertinent information is degraded through averaging whenever other factors are added to the indicator. This
deduction is statistically plausible when considering that risk aversion indicators share very little common
ground as is evidenced through their correlation and crisis prediction properties, reported in [3]. It can also be
seen that, across the set of six different PCA indicators, conditioning performance increases as the indicator is
brought ”closer” to VDAX, either by shortening the estimation window or by reducing the number of original
factors.6 Finally, the bond volatility index by itself again performs reasonably well, especially considering
that it will almost by definition not reflect market risk to the same extent as indices elaborated using equity
factors. Again, though, it gives direct indications of the second family of major risks - interest rate and credit
risks - that affect the portfolio of funds selected for this study. Altogether, this set of observations leads us to
suggest that the difficulty of simultaneously using multiple signals, which is nontrivial for the optimal control
formulation used, does probably not represent as large an issue as may appear at first.
As a final point, we point out that the results reported above suggest that further improvements may be pos-
sible if a more advanced model is used for the relationship between signal and return. The linear regression
6We note that this conflicts with the results of [9], who find that a six-factor PCA index is more interesting informationally
that the VIX. However, the paper does not strictly perform conditioned optimisation, but uses the (trimodal) index to extract
market regimes which then drive a classical utility function optimisation with added index penalty term.
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model is clearly unsatisfactory, and exposes the investor to two conflicting strands of motivation. On one
hand, outperformance over Markowitz somewhat increases with the size of estimation window: the relation-
ship estimates become more statistically meaningful. On the other hand, the absolute performance falls - as
window sizes increase, any conditional stationarity assumption becomes more and more inappropriate, and
different local behaviours of the relationship will inevitably be averaged. A more advanced model would allow
the manager to increase window sizes while, ideally, adequately modelling different market regimes including
several conditional mean return levels and conditional heteroscedasticity, along with arbitrary autocorrelation
functions. Integrating such a model will thus be a topic of further research.
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4 Appendix
This appendix contains all tables mentioned in the paper but not included in the body of the text.
Asset Cumulative log return
AXA -27.91%
CSU 22.56%
DEK 3.55%
DEX 12.91%
DWS 40.43%
FIB 29.86%
FOB -27.54%
INV -18.07%
KBC 30.01%
MSE -6.62%
Table 2: Cumulative log returns of individual assets over period covered by 60 point estimation windows.
Assets AXA CSU DEK DEX DWS FIB FOB INV KBC MSE
AXA 1 0.09 0.46 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.47 -0.03 0.21
CSU 0.09 1 0.58 0.59 0.02 -0.14 0.69 0.51 -0.20 0.15
DEK 0.46 0.58 1 0.40 0.0 -0.10 0.48 0.84 -0.20 0.16
DEX 0.14 0.59 0.40 1 0.02 -0.12 0.58 0.37 -0.14 0.10
DWS 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 1 0.00 0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.01
FIB 0.00 -0.14 -0.10 -0.12 0.00 1 -0.17 -0.06 0.39 0.05
FOB 0.04 0.69 0.48 0.58 0.03 -0.17 1 0.42 -0.22 0.10
INV 0.47 0.51 0.84 0.37 -0.01 -0.06 0.42 1 -0.13 0.19
KBC -0.03 -0.20 -0.20 -0.14 -0.02 0.39 -0.22 -0.13 1 0.03
MSE 0.21 0.15 0.16 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.19 0.03 1
Table 3: Correlations between log returns of individual assets over period covered by 60 point estimation
windows.
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Ex ante Ex post
Markowitz (M) Conditioned (C) Improvement (I) M C I
VDAX 60 UNC RF 0.391 0.529 35.52% 0.153 0.190 24.45%
VDAX 60 M11 RF 0.376 0.521 38.67% 0.152 0.190 25.11%
VDAX 15 POS RF 0.551 0.712 29.16% 0.138 0.153 10.51%
VDAX 30 POS RF 0.364 0.464 27.28% 0.125 0.171 36.57%
VDAX 60 POS RF 0.265 0.343 29.34% 0.128 0.181 41.55%
VDAX 120 POS RF 0.192 0.256 32.79% 0.097 0.151 56.87%
VDAXL1 60 POS RF 0.265 0.337 27.11% 0.128 0.153 19.28%
VDAXL2 60 POS RF 0.266 0.324 22.10% 0.128 0.146 13.94%
VDAXL5 60 POS RF 0.266 0.318 19.63% 0.128 0.121 -5.43%
VDAXL10 60 POS RF 0.266 0.314 18.24% 0.127 0.128 1.03%
VDAXAVG3 60 POS RF 0.128 0.170 33.12%
VDAXAVG5 60 POS RF 0.128 0.156 22.24%
VDAXAVG7 60 POS RF 0.128 0.140 9.64%
VDAXAVG9 60 POS RF 0.128 0.124 -2.98%
VDAXAVG11 60 POS RF 0.128 0.109 -14.68%
BONDIDX 60 POS RF 0.266 0.318 19.57% 0.132 0.151 14.30%
KP1M 60 POS RF 0.265 0.311 17.31% 0.127 0.132 4.05%
KP3M 60 POS RF 0.265 0.314 18.40% 0.129 0.148 14.58%
PCA50 60 POS RF 0.268 0.316 18.21% 0.121 0.128 5.97%
PCA100 60 POS RF 0.275 0.320 16.20% 0.116 0.101 -13.24%
PCA200 60 POS RF 0.248 0.317 28.53% 0.189 0.193 2.13%
PCA2F50 60 POS RF 0.263 0.329 25.14% 0.130 0.149 14.05%
PCA2F100 60 POS RF 0.266 0.327 23.04% 0.117 0.119 2.26%
PCA2F200 60 POS RF 0.231 0.326 41.09% 0.189 0.207 9.80%
VDAX 60 UNC RISKY 0.384 0.490 27.75% 0.252 0.301 19.61%
VDAX 60 M11 RISKY 0.370 0.478 29.12% 0.186 0.215 15.36%
VDAX 15 POS RISKY 0.640 0.881 37.67% 0.167 0.203 21.85%
VDAX 30 POS RISKY 0.468 0.624 33.11% 0.185 0.225 21.61%
VDAX 60 POS RISKY 0.363 0.482 32.71% 0.181 0.229 26.46%
VDAX 120 POS RISKY 0.298 0.391 31.21% 0.178 0.208 16.70%
VDAXL1 60 POS RISKY 0.363 0.472 30.33% 0.181 0.225 24.03%
VDAXL2 60 POS RISKY 0.363 0.455 25.35% 0.182 0.194 7.05%
VDAXL5 60 POS RISKY 0.363 0.444 22.24% 0.180 0.173 -4.08%
VDAXL10 60 POS RISKY 0.363 0.439 20.88% 0.181 0.175 -2.93%
VDAXAVG3 60 POS RISKY 0.181 0.229 26.55%
VDAXAVG5 60 POS RISKY 0.181 0.229 26.40%
VDAXAVG7 60 POS RISKY 0.181 0.228 26.15%
VDAXAVG9 60 POS RISKY 0.181 0.227 25.62%
VDAXAVG11 60 POS RISKY 0.181 0.226 24.75%
BONDIDX 60 POS RISKY 0.362 0.438 20.77% 0.182 0.200 9.87%
KP1M 60 POS RISKY 0.365 0.436 19.34% 0.181 0.172 -4.68%
KP3M 60 POS RISKY 0.364 0.441 21.28% 0.182 0.197 8.72%
PCA50 60 POS RISKY 0.374 0.451 20.70% 0.177 0.186 5.45%
PCA100 60 POS RISKY 0.371 0.446 20.38% 0.173 0.154 -10.73%
PCA200 60 POS RISKY 0.373 0.450 20.56% 0.169 0.159 -5.79%
PCA2F50 60 POS RISKY 0.369 0.466 26.24% 0.178 0.194 8.82%
PCA2F100 60 POS RISKY 0.335 0.408 21.94% 0.174 0.171 -1.72%
PCA2F200 60 POS RISKY 0.374 0.458 22.43% 0.170 0.179 4.88%
Table 4: Ex ante and ex post (business daily) Sharpe ratios and relative differences, for all different problems reported, using
both Markowitz and conditioned optimisation. Meaning of description: First word - index used, (’KP[1|3]M’: Kumar and
Persaud GRAI using respectively 1 and 3 month forwards, ’BONDIDX’: Bond volatility index, ’VDAXLn’: VDAX index
lagged by n points, ’VDAXAVGn’: VDAX index with weights averaged over n points, ’PCA[2F]n’: PCA index based on either
4 or (’2F’) 2 factors and constructed using window size n), number - estimation window size used, ’UNC’/’M11’/’POS’ -
weights constraint used (unconstrained, [−1, 1] and positive weights only), ’RF’ - market with risk-free asset, ’RISKY’ - risky
assets only available.
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